Bar Policy
•

GRGC provides bar facilities, including staff, for all events that require alcoholic drinks.

•

Nobody other than GRGC be allowed to sell drinks in the Pavilion

Reception drinks and table wine alternative
Whilst we will have a small range of good quality wines for sale in the bar from a reputable
supplier some hirers may wish to provide their own sparkling wine and table wine.
In this situation the arrangements will be:
1. GRGC provides a licensed bar in the normal way for the event.
2. Hirers choose to provide their own reception and table wines. The wine is then handed
over to us for chilling and serving. We will return any unopened bottles to the hirer.
There is a corkage charge of £5 per opened bottle.
3. Hirers who prefer this option can obtain wines at discounted cost from our supplier.
Please ask for details.
4. Any requests by potential hirers to provide their own drinks will be referred by the
Bookings Co-ordinator to the Bar Manager.
5. Draught beer – if the hirer wishes to provide a barrel of beer for consumption by their
guests the corkage will be £45 for a 36 pint barrel and £90 for a 72 pint barrel.

Children’s parties
When a children’s party is taking place the supervising adults may bring some alcoholic
drinks for personal consumption without charge. There would be no access to the bar area.
Regular groups
If groups using the Pavilion regularly and with an established membership wish to bring along
a small amount of alcohol for personal consumption at their meeting, not to be sold, this is
acceptable.
Where they hold ticketed, fundraising events the bar will be run by GRGC, who will retain the
profit (unless the local organisation arrangement applies).
The inclusion of a drink in the ticket price, and not provided by the GRGC bar, would
effectively be selling it and this would contravene our licence.
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